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ABSTRACT
Statistical and machine learning approaches to forgery detection in offline sig-
natures are attempted and evaluated. Offline signatures are static signatures found
on physical media, mainly a piece of paper. A dataset of 330 signatures for 33
people is used, containing five genuine and five forged signatures for each person.
The statistical analysis approach proves more successful than a machine learning
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Handwritten signatures have long been used as a form of personal identification. The term
“static signature” refers to an already-written signature, which can be analyzed based on
its intrinsic patterns. On the other hand, “dynamic signatures” are signatures that are
analyzed as they are written, with features such as strength and speed taken into account.
Signatures are now commonly accepted via digital medium, such as phones or tablets, as a
quick form of verification; e.g., signing on a tablet instead of a paper receipt [6]. However,
since forged signatures can void checks and official documents, this popularity of digital
signatures calls for research on Automatic Handwritten Signature Verification Systems
(AHSVS’s). These AHSVS’s are built to determine automatically whether a signature
actually belongs to the person it is supposed to belong to. The research on developing
AHSVS’s led to the public availability of a large number of datasets to support research
efforts [3]. This information is important to note in understanding the overall approach
of, and reasoning behind, this paper.
1.2 Motivation
Digital attendance scanners are a staple of large, university classrooms. In lecture halls
that hold over one hundred students, it is impractical for a professor to use class time to
verbally call roll. Instead, students scan the bar-code on their student identification cards
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to register their presence in class that day. In large classrooms lacking such attendance
scanners, it is common practice for professors to pass around an attendance sheet at the
beginning of class. Students sign next to their name on this attendance sheet to verify
their presence in class that day. This is done on the honor system, assuming students
sign only for themselves, but this is difficult to monitor. After the attendance sheet is
collected, the professor may count signatures against bodies present, but in the case of a
mismatch, there is no immediate way to detect which signatures were falsified.
However, adding attendance scanners to every classroom is not the solution. Many
students have no issue with giving their student identification card to a fellow classmate
to scan for them. If the professor does not monitor the scanning process, the students
get away with this without question. A simple solution may be to have students hand
their identification card to a teaching assistant, who in turn scans the identification card
and hands it back to the student. This would prevent a student from scanning in two
identification cards at the same time, but would not necessarily prevent the student from
getting back in line to scan more. In a big class, it is fair to assume the teaching assistant
will not remember the face of each student who already scanned in that day.
An alternate solution is to identify student attendance using biometric solutions, which
may be physiological or behavioral, to identify a person rather than a possession [5].
Today’s consumers are content to unlock their cell phones and other electronic devices
by fingerprint or facial identification. Certain facilities use biometric identification for
security purposes, restricting access to only those with the proper clearance and making
it difficult for others to break in. Fingerprint, retina, and facial recognition may be fair
to apply in either of these scenarios but seem extreme tactics to simply verify student
attendance in class. Instead, a signature will suffice.
When signing in on attendance sheets, students willingly provide their signature to
their professor as a form of personal verification. The use of the signature from this point
on is at the discretion of the professor, who may go back to his/her office and visually
compare that day’s signatures to previous days. In fact, the institution likely holds many
records containing a student’s signature already. In this respect, using handwritten signa-
tures as a form of personal identification is a potential, non-invasive, biometric solution.
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1.3 Description of the Work
The purpose of this research is to attempt to offer a better alternative to the current
system by collecting student attendance signatures digitally and applying image analysis
and machine learning techniques to detect forgeries. This project uses an online dataset
composed of five real and five forged signatures for thirty-three different individuals,
totaling three hundred thirty images. Statistical analysis and machine learning techniques





The dataset I used is one entitled “Handwritten Signatures: Genuine and Forged Signature
Examples” by Divyansh Rai on Kaggle. Kaggle is a data science company under Google
which allows computer scientists in the machine learning and data science communities to
share resources and datasets. This dataset includes the signatures of thirty-three different
people, five genuine and five forged each for a total of 330 different images. Positive data
includes the genuine signatures of each person in the data set. Negative data includes
the forgery attempts by others, attempting to replicate each signature. The dataset was
split up into four different folders with repeating images, so I had to go through and
remove duplicates as well as perform pre-processing on the images to create uniformity.
The reason I chose this dataset was for the inclusion of forgeries as well as the balance in
real and forged signatures.
2.2 Coding Environment
To perform the statistical analysis on the dataset of images, I used the coding language
Python. Python has a variety of libraries openly available which allowed me to quickly
process images and produce results.
In order to use some of the libraries required for this research, I created a virtual
environment through Anaconda to use in my Terminal. Anaconda manages the packages
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and package versions that an execution of code uses. In my instance, some of the packages
I wanted to use for machine learning were out of sync with the current version of Python,
so the virtual environment I used through Anaconda allowed me to access those without a
hitch. The specifics of the script I wrote are discussed in the next section of this chapter.
2.3 Script
In order to determine whether the data had potential, I wrote Python code to determine
the similarity between each person’s five real signatures by comparing each pair of images
and taking the average of the results. Additionally, I compared the similarity between
each person’s five forged signatures to see if there was a usable difference in consistency.
2.3.1 Pre-processing
The images in the dataset are of signatures on paper, varying in color and density. A paper
published to IEEE, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, that aimed to
analyze stability in static signatures reaffirmed some ideas for pre-processing techniques
I investigated. The researchers focused on binarizing the images as well as removing
noise [2]. So, to create uniformity between all of the images, I converted them to binary
(black and white) images. After the pre-processing was complete, I decided to use the
Mean-Squared Error method of image comparison to compare images.
2.3.2 Mean-Squared Error
Mean-Squared Error (MSE) is a common method of image comparison that compares two
same-sized images by taking the sum of the squared difference in shade (white to black)
between each corresponding pixel in the two. For two, two-dimensional, m by n images A
and B, the Mean-Square Error formula is as follows, with x and y being the coordinates








[A(x, y)−B(x, y)]2 (2.1)
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The smaller the value of the MSE, the higher the similarity between the two images. In
essence, to compare an image with itself would result in a MSE value of zero.
Using the Mean-Squared Error method to calculate image similarity on the original
signature images is not enough. I had to process the images further with bounding boxes
to ensure the best results when applying Mean-Squared Error.
2.3.3 Bounding Boxes
Figure 2.1: A signature shifted ten pixels to the right and colored red.
Mean-Squared Error does not account for a signature shifting by a few pixels or fluc-
tuating in size. If the same exact signature is copied to a new image and shifted ten
pixels to the right, when compared to the original, the MSE calculation will not result
in zero as it should because, although the signature is the same, the location is different.
When comparing corresponding pixels, each pixel will now be off. This is demonstrated
in Figure 2.1 with the name “Mallie,” where the signature in red is the original signature
shifted to the right by ten pixels. In this image, it is possible to see the overlap has been
significantly reduced, and many pixels that were white are now black and vice versa.
Additionally, when comparing images in their original state to each other, any sur-
rounding white-space affects the Mean-Squared Error. The white-space makes images
seem more alike to each other than they truly are by taking into account irrelevant yet
similar pixels.
To remedy both of these issues, I wrote code to generate a bounding box around each
signature. The bounding box crops the image down to the first black pixel on each side
(left, right, top, and bottom) to only contain the signature itself. This accounts for sig-
nature shifting, because the signature location will no longer affect the MSE calculation,
as well as white-space, because the extraneous white-space is removed by the crop. The
aforementioned IEEE paper on signature stability employs a bounding box technique as
well, but combines bounding boxes with a grid density approach. This removes areas
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with no signature markings (no density) and creates zones of comparison by density [2].
For the purposes of this research, adding additional zones to cross-compare statistically
seemed to complicate the problem because those researchers were investigating the sta-
bility, essentially the consistency, of signatures more in depth than I required.
Because the Mean-Squared Error method of image comparison demands that compared
images are of identical height and width, the results of cropping according to bounding
boxes have to be scaled. The bounding box of each image will never be the exact same
because no matter how similar the signature, people cannot compose the same signature
down to the pixel. There are three approaches to scaling:
1. Scale the larger image down to the size of the smaller
2. Scale the smaller image up to the size of the larger
3. Scale both images to the average of both images’ height and width
To determine which of these methods produce the best results, I tested each method
and observed the results. In practice, scaling both images to the average resulted in the
smallest Mean-Squared Error between images. Once again, the smaller the Mean-Squared
Error, the more similar the images are, making scaling to the average the best approach
by creating the most overlap between similar signatures. With all of this script prepared,





Before exploring statistical methods, I examined the overall consistency in signatures by
looking at the average Mean-Squared Error between all real signatures belonging to a
person as well as the the average Mean-Squared Error between all forged signatures for
the same person, with no cross-comparison between real and forged.
I looked at the consistency difference between someone signing his/her own signature
five times versus someone forging the same signature five times. The results are repre-
sented in Figure 3.1. In both extreme cases, the least consistent signature remained the
least consistent signature and the most consistent signature remained the most consistent
signature. Many forged consistencies were on par with the real consistencies, but lacked
accuracy toward either end (more or less consistent). The more consistent signatures
were more difficult to forge consistently, and the less consistent signatures even ended up
with more consistent forgeries. These consistency results demonstrated the need to take
standard deviations into account in order to determine if a forgery falls into the expected
consistency range.
With this consistency knowledge, I took the statistics a step further and began finding
medians and standard deviations.
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Figure 3.1: Consistency of real signatures and forged signatures.
3.2 The Median Genuine Signature
To find the median genuine signature, I calculated the average Mean-Squared Error for
each signature by comparing signature 1 with signatures 2, 3, 4, and 5; comparing signa-
ture 2 with signatures 1, 3, 4, and 5; etc. The reason for repetition in comparison is to
determine which signature (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) is most similar to the rest, not only the ones
that have yet to be compared. To be the most similar image, the average Mean-Squared
Error for the comparisons of that image with the rest would have to be the smallest.
So, the signature with the smallest average Mean-Squared Error is used as the median
genuine signature for others to be compared to. In addition to finding the median genuine
signature, I found the standard deviation for each set of five genuine signatures.
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3.3 Standard Deviations
The standard deviation of a set of data indicates how spread apart the data is. For the
purpose of this research, more consistent signatures have lower standard deviations. The
formula to calculate standard deviation is as follows, where xi is the MSE of the current
image i compared to the median, µ is the mean of the MSE results of comparing each






The standard deviation of the genuine signatures is another way to measure the signature
consistency. Knowledge of the standard deviation of the set of genuine signatures creates
a baseline range for future comparisons to fall within. The results of this are further
explored in the next section.
3.4 Baseline Statistics
By looking at Table 3.1, it is possible to see that the median Mean-Squared Error (Median
MSE column) for each person falls within or near the 10,000 to 20,000 range. Although
these are large differences, remember that the images are binary (pixels are on or off)
and note that this range is consistent across all 33 people. The standard deviation (StDv
column) reflects the person’s consistency as previously stated in Section 3.3. Lastly,
the average standard deviation (Avg # StDv column) reflects the average number of
standard deviations an signature falls within the median for each person. This average
uses the absolute value of the number of standard deviations of each image compared
to the median to take directional difference out of the computations, i.e., -1.5 standard
deviations becomes 1.5. The final results of combining every method mentioned thus far
in this chapter are layed out in the next section.
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3.5 Evaluation
3.5.1 Static Number of Standard Deviations
In order to determine whether or not a signature should be accepted as real, a standard
deviation range is required. I wrote script to help me determine a single number of
standard deviations to use on each person. I wanted to find the lowest standard deviation
that accepted the most real signatures while accepting the least forgeries possible. No valid
Table 3.1: Real Signature Statistics
ID No. Median MSE StDv Avg # StDv
101 15224.47 727.27 1.58
102 14345.78 771.57 1.12
103 15584.73 978.2 1.24
104 24390.53 690.26 1.29
105 14717.53 486.93 1.33
106 18459.93 743.39 0.95
107 14327.85 1853.19 0.95
108 19767.4 993.16 0.89
109 17403.55 808.91 1.3
210 18099.26 781.64 1.59
211 16650.93 472.45 1.35
212 38048.48 3148.51 0.93
301 27004.58 1177.75 1.5
302 16134.86 697.67 1.25
303 28250.21 2521.37 1.14
304 31395.82 921.75 1.44
305 28611.66 986.54 1.2
307 21304.93 705.64 1.33
308 23177.29 746.72 1.28
313 28020.4 348.76 1.77
318 13340.55 2125.62 1.31
322 5970.95 769.96 0.9
323 25877.45 569.35 1.45
324 30952.59 919.41 1.29
416 23461.03 824.61 1.56
433 20339.5 356.59 1.27
470 36633.99 2224.91 1.41
477 36406.06 884.56 1.24
484 19885.35 609.54 1.03
485 30218.95 1658.87 0.85
486 29205.14 1497.72 1.13
489 21783.47 661.92 1.39
493 19580.24 1162.95 1.54
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standard deviation accepted 100% of real signatures, as evident in Figure 3.2. Even at the
extreme number of 4 standard deviations, only 70.3% of real signatures were accepted.
Figure 3.2 also shows the percent difference between the percentage of real and forged
Figure 3.2: Varying standard deviation results.
signatures accepted. Two standard deviations away from the median has the highest
percent difference and accepts approximately 63% of real signatures and approximately
39% of forgeries. However, a little over half of legitimate signatures being accepted is not
acceptable. Instead of using the same number of standard deviations on each person, I
supposed a dynamic number of standard deviations may be more beneficial.
3.5.2 Dynamic Number of Standard Deviations
The idea behind using a dynamic number of standard deviations, meaning the required
standard deviation changes from person to person, is to force people with a higher con-
sistency (and thus smaller average number of standard deviations) to continue to meet
their high consistency expectations while allowing people with a lower consistency more
flexibility in accepted signatures. To do this, I normalized each person’s average number
of standard deviations (see Table 3.1) to fall between 2 and 4.5. This is because in my
dataset, the average number of standard deviations the four other real signatures fall
from the median is 2.3 while the average number of standard deviations the five forged
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signatures fall from the median real signature is 4.28. I rounded the minimum of the
range down to the nearest half-integer and the maximum of the range up to the nearest
half-integer to create this range. The formula for this normalization is as follows, once





∗ (max−min)) +min (3.2)
As seen in Figure 3.3, there is a significant increase in the number of real signatures
accepted by implementing this dynamic number of standard deviations. However, there
is a greater increase in the number of forgeries accepted, narrowing the overall difference
in percentage of real signatures and percentage of forgeries accepted based on this new
model. The trade-off seems worth it as this is closer to accepting all real signatures and still
accepting as few forgeries as possible. Considering that the forgeries were most likely done
by people looking at a reference, accepting 50% means the forgeries are still not meeting
the accuracy and consistency of a real signature. By creating this dynamic window, it
Figure 3.3: Static versus dynamic number of standard deviations.
is likely that more forgeries succeeded for people with lower consistencies because their
statistics allowed higher numbers of standard deviations from their median signature to
pass. This approach did not succeed in forcing more consistent signatures to require a
14
closer forgery because the difference gap in percent accepted did not close considerably
enough. Since the statistical approach to the dataset did not fare as well as could be





The analysis of signatures and handwriting is a popular problem in the machine learn-
ing community. The application of computing principles and image analysis to forged
signatures is a growing field. For instance, the importance of analyzing static signatures
digitally rises to prominence with remote check deposits by uploading a photograph of
the check to your bank [2]. Being able to determine if a signature is genuine or not on
the spot has become coveted technology.
4.2 Convolutional Neural Network
For machine learning, I used a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), a subcategory of
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), as it is one of the best-performing approaches to im-
age analysis. ANN’s use layers of analysis to break down the image into smaller and
smaller pieces during forward propagation, then uses backpropagation to make a predic-
tion about the image’s class. During backpropagation, the ANN evaluates a loss function
to determine the most important attributes (the small, broken down pieces of the image)
to assigning a label. Loss should be minimized to produce the best model.
CNN’s are a deep learning approach geared toward unstructured data, but my data
are labeled for a supervised approach. CNN’s are also known for their ability to extract
features for classification on their own [4]. My model works to recognize patterns by
16
splitting an image into an array of pixels. Pixels are represented numerically by the
values 0 (black) to 255 (white).
Although machine learning may not be the best approach for immediately deciding if
a signature should be accepted, a professor could run a script at the end of the day with
a well-trained neural network to determine which signatures from the day of class were
valid. Students would not get the feedback immediately, but it would be soon enough to
dispute if there was an issue. So, I trained and tested a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) on the dataset to see if this is a viable option. The CNN is trained on 230 of the
330 signatures and tested on the remaining 100. This is approximately a 70/30% split.
I applied two different approaches to labeling my data, categorical and binary, and
generated a confusion matrix to visualize the results of my model’s predictions. A confu-
sion matrix is a table labeled with the expected categories (the true label of an image or
record) on the vertical axis and the predicted categories (the model’s label of an image or
record) on the horizontal axis. For a model to be accurate, numbers in the confusion ma-
trix should follow a top-left to bottom-right line, meaning the expected categories match
the predicted categories.
4.2.1 Categorical Attempt
My first attempt was to categorically train the CNN on the following three categories:
• “Real” - The signature belongs to the person in question and was signed by that
person
• “Fake” - The signature belongs to the person in question but was not signed by that
person; i.e., a forgery
• “Not” - The signature does not belong to the person in question
Based on these categories, the CNN can only focus on one person’s signature at a time.
This means that, of the 330 signatures in the dataset, ten belong to that person, with five
“Real” and five “Fake.” By simply guessing all 330 should fall into the “Not” category,
the baseline is 96.97%.
No matter how well my categorical model performed during the training, the CNN
would guess all signatures belonged to the “Not” category, achieving an accuracy of 95%
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(95/100) during each testing run. My random seed allowed two “Fake” signatures and
three “Real” signatures into the testing data, which is where the incorrect five come from.
The confusion matrix for the results of this approach can be seen in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Confusion Matrix for Categorical Model
Real Fake Not
Real 0 0 3
Fake 0 0 2
Not 0 0 95
When this attempt did not go as planned, most likely due to the extreme bias in
categories, I excluded the “Not” category and instead separated the data into “Real” and
“Fake” categories. Perhaps without focusing on only one person, the CNN will perform
better.
4.2.2 Binary Attempt
Similar to the categorical model, no matter how many tweaks were made to the code, the
CNN with binary labels always predicted each image to fall into the “Fake” category. This
is most likely due to the fact that the letter ‘F’ comes before the letter ‘R’ alphabetically,
so the “Fake” data were examined first. The result was 50% accuracy, as the 100 test
data were split 50/50 into “Fake” and “Real” for the ease of viewing results. The data
were still randomly shuffled into these categories, however. With 50% being the baseline,
I cannot conclude that this method performed any better. The confusion matrix for the
results of this approach can be seen in Table 4.2. Overall conclusions from the machine
learning approach are discussed in the next section.






Convolutional Neural Networks tend to require a large amount of labeled training data
and solid computational and memory resources to back up the training process without
costing too much time. Because CNN’s are computationally expensive, it is often difficult
to repetitively adjust the model for the best efficiency and most accurate results [8].
To employ a more effective neural network, accepted signatures should be added to the
training data to allow for more examples. 330 images is a fair amount, but five real and
five forged signatures per person is not nearly a large enough dataset for proper machine
learning under a Convolutional Neural Network to take place.
Another possible cause of error in classification could be due to the resizing of images
during pre-processing. Images must be the same size for a CNN to compare them in the
same way, looking for discrepancies in the same groups of pixels across a set of images.
The resizing of images could take away some of the organic features present in the original
image by fading small marks or stretching marks to where they more closely resemble the
original.
In the end, machine learning did not perform better than the employed statistical
analysis methods because of the complexity of the problem; it only met the baseline and
did not have the same flexibility that statistical analysis approaches offered for the dataset.
The applied method statistical analysis is a less realistic approach because it does not take
into account the patterns of a signature. Instead, the statistical analysis approach focuses
on the facts of an image, such as: Are the expected markings of Signature A present in
the compared Signature B? What is the exact similarity between these two images? How
much do the five signatures vary from each other?
Researchers S.N. Srihari, Aihua Xu, and M.K. Kalera explored combining statistics
with machine learning in a signature comparison problem between genuine and forged
signatures. They began with image pre-processing and feature extraction by comparing
the bits of each image through a distance comparison method, similar to using the Mean-
Squared Error approach I detailed in Subsection 2.3.2. Their results proved that adding
statistical methods to their machine learning approach (in their instance, a Naive Bayes
approach) outperformed statistical analysis or machine learning alone [7]. The Naive
Bayes approach itself may be better suited to a smaller dataset such as mine, or a Random
Forest approach. Some combination of machine learning (even changing the model from
19





5.1 Application to Classrooms
For future data collection, I created a web application hosted on the University of Missis-
sippi Computer Science Department’s Turing server. Instead of passing around a physical
attendance sheet, professors will pass around a tablet open to this web-page with a stylus.
This web application, titled CSCI Signatures, allows login for three types of user accounts:
student, professor, and administrator.
5.1.1 Student Interface
A student account is only able to look up his/her attendance record by entering his/her
student identification number. Any student identification number is accepted on this
page, not only the student’s, for sake of database simplicity. The student interface is
pictured in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Student interface.
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5.1.2 Professor Interface
Professors can view the classes they are assigned, upload a class roster as a comma-
separated-value file with student identification numbers and students names, take class
attendance, and set a class password to be entered to leave the class attendance page.
Professors may also view attendance records for students registered to the classes they
are assigned. The professor interface is pictured in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Professor interface.
When a professor selects to take attendance, a new tab opens with the list of student
names registered to the class, as seen in Figure 5.3. The professor then closes out of
the previous tab so students do not have a way to backtrack to the professor’s interface.
When a student receives the tablet and stylus, he/she selects his/her name from the list
and signs accordingly. The initial signature and daily signature submission pages can be
seen in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. Once the signature is successfully submitted,
the tablet should be passed on. Once the entire class has signed in and the tablet makes
its way back to the professor, the professor should enter the class password to mark the
end of an attendance day and return to his/her interface.
5.1.3 Administrator Interface
An administrator account can change the permissions of user accounts (as created user
accounts default to student permissions), create classes, and assign professors to classes
from a drop-down list. The administrator interface is pictured in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.3: Attendance interface.
5.1.4 Front End Development
CSCI Signatures is built using HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), CSS (Cascading
Style Sheet), and JavaScript (including jQuery, a JavaScript library). I used the Bootstrap
framework to aid in development areas I did not want to spend too much time on, such
as CSS rules for the user interface design.
The web application is dynamic in that it is designed to be functional on desktop
or laptop computers as well as tablets. This is because different devices are required
for different permissions. For instance, it is more practical for professors to upload the
comma-separated-value file to populate a class roster from their computers. On the other
hand, for a student to sign in, a tablet with a stylus is more practical than trying to sign
in on a computer or laptop using a mouse or mouse pad.
5.1.5 Back End and Database Development
JavaScript is used to initialize and interact with my database. Although the data in this
project are relational, my greatest concerns were to be able to save student signatures
with the smallest amount of transaction errors and to be able to download the results to
test. Because of this, I decided to use Google Firebase’s authentication for user account
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Figure 5.4: Initial signature submission.
Figure 5.5: Daily signature submission.
creation and sign-in with email and password; Cloud Firestore to store user account, class,
and attendance data; and Google Cloud Storage buckets to store the signature images,
which are saved as JPEG files to keep the file size down without losing quality.
Due to the relationships within my data, I spent a lot of time generating creative
ways to query the database for the required information. Since Firebase’s queries are
asynchronous, this included creating functions outside of queries to populate data that
was unattainable within a certain query at the same time as the data within the query
that was attainable.
5.1.6 Signature Pad Development
The signature pad was created using Signature Pad, an open-source JavaScript library
created by Syzmon Nowak using the HTML5 Canvas. When signing, the student has
the option to clear the signature pad, undo the latest stroke, or submit the signature,
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Figure 5.6: Administrator interface.
thus saving it as a JPEG to the Google Cloud Storage bucket for the corresponding class.
Images are saved according to date and student identification number.
5.1.7 Saving Images
Google Cloud Storage buckets function as a directory, or a folder. The gsutil tool is a
Python application created by Google to access Google Cloud Storage, allowing someone
to download the images from the project’s bucket. The link to access a Firebase project’s
Google Cloud Storage is identifiable in the console. Through gsutil, downloading the
entire storage bucket from Firebase to a local directory is a one-line command in the
Terminal.
A downside to running a command from the terminal to save and view signatures is
that a professor cannot view all student signature images unless given the appropriate
link to the directory in the storage bucket corresponding to his/her class. However, the
application should attempt to check signature validity in the future, so in the case that
a student signature is marked invalid, a professor should be able to view the image when
a student tries to fight to regain the missing attendance point. It is possible to query
an image by its Google Storage directory link. This would have to be generated by a
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JavaScript function according to the student identification number and date the professor
is searching for.
5.1.8 Future Data Collection
There are two categories of signatures saved when using the CSCI Signatures web ap-
plication. The first category, initial signatures, is generated on the first day a student
signs in; i.e., if the student has never signed in for the particular class before, he/she is
prompted to initialize his signature. To initialize a signature, the student must sign and
submit five times. This provides a baseline for expected difference between signatures.
If a student has initialized his/her signature for the class before, the student submits
data to the second category, daily signatures, for the remainder of the class attendance
days. For daily signatures, the student selects his/her name from the list, signs once,
and submits. If the student attempts to sign in again, the new signature will replace the
previous to ensure that students are not gaining more attendance points or affecting the
data by having more signatures than possible sign-in days.
The two aforementioned types of signatures fall into the category of positive data,
meaning the signature is real.
Negative data includes forgeries, or signatures created by someone attempting to recre-
ate a particular student’s signature. Any time a student signs for someone other than his
or herself, he or she contributed negative data that would, in theory, be detected.
5.2 Issues and Suggestions
To address the motivations of this research, collecting and digitally saving student sig-
natures is collecting biometric data about a student, which raises ethical concerns. To
perform further research on this collection would require approval from the Institutional
Review Board as well as student permission. However, rather than collecting student
signatures themselves, students could be assigned a code name for each class, a code
name being some combination of an adjective and a noun or something of the like. For
instance, a class could use spirit animals, and each student would be assigned code names
like “blue turtle” or “pink leopard.” Instead of signing his/her name, the student would
write or sign his/her spirit animal. This becomes a handwriting analysis problem rather
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than a signature analysis problem, which would still require review as digitally storing in-
formation about students, even if only handwriting, remains a security and privacy issue.
Additionally, this alternate method could benefit the anti-forgery aspect because students
would be less likely to recognize the importance of writing the code name the same way
their friend would.
As mentioned in Section 4.3, a larger dataset than the chosen would be ideal for deep
learning considering the complexity of the problem of identifying forgeries. Forgeries are,
by nature, closely related to the original signature. As such, a learning environment with
a small set of examples, such as the five genuine and five forged signatures per person in
the selected set, is not enough for a model to pick up on the nuances of a forgery.
Another option for training images would be to create a single image for each person
composed of their sample of accepted signatures. This kind of image could replace the
median genuine signature as a composite images of each instance of signing [1]. Essentially,
this would require generating the composite image with every accepted signature, finding
zones of density (where marks most commonly fall), and distinguishing those ranges where
it is more common for pixels to be turned on. Instead of going off of one image, or each
image individually, this approach uses all images simultaneously to generate new data.
Furthermore, the analysis of signatures collected via digital means (a student signing
a tablet) would be better off as dynamic rather than static signatures. This would add
features such as device movement (detected through the device’s gyroscope), speed of
signing, etc. to add data to the inaccurate version of the signature a person manages with
a stylus and tablet rather than a pen and paper [6]. A manner of interfacing with the
device to gather this information would be required, which may not be supported on all
platforms.
5.3 Other Applications
The analysis of signatures and handwriting can be extended to the application of identi-
fying medical conditions. A research article published in Forensic Science International in
1997 indicated that signatures deteriorate with the progression of neurological diseases,
taking on many of the indications of a forgery by looking closely at the curvature of
strokes, alignment of words and letters, tremor, retouching, etc. [9]. This kind of research
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can continue to be built upon by implementing techniques such as statistical analysis and
machine learning as experimented with in this research. For instance, a patient at risk for
any kind of neurological disease could be asked to provide a handful of signatures for data
collection at each visit. Then, doctors could study the progression of the signature over
time and determine if there are any qualities that suggest a neurological disease may be
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